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M-BSRM: Multivariate BayeSian Runtime QoS
Monitoring Using Point Mutual Information

Pengcheng Zhang, Huiying Jin, Hai Dong, and Wei Song

Abstract—Quality of Service (QoS) is well acknowledged as a decisive means for ascertaining the performance of third-party Web
services. QoS has high uncertainty in complex and dynamic network environments. QoS monitoring is considered as one of the most
effective techniques to detect QoS violations at runtime. However, existing QoS monitoring approaches only consider single QoS
attribute and do not provide a promising solution for comprehensively monitoring multivariate QoS attributes. To overcome this
problem, a novel QoS monitoring approach, named M-BSRM (Multivariate BayeSian Runtime Monitoring), is proposed. First, M-BSRM
adopts the point mutual information theory to initialize the weights of different environmental impact factors and solves the problem of
uneven distribution between classes brought by traditional algorithms. Second, each single QoS attribute is integrated with user
preference using the information fusion theory. Finally, a Bayesian classifier is used to comprehensively evaluate multivariate QoS
attributes at runtime. The experimental results on both the real-world and simulated data sets show that M-BSRM is more effective,
practical and efficient than the other approaches.

Index Terms—Quality of Service, Runtime monitoring, Point mutual information, Information fusion, Bayesian classifier.
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1 INTRODUCTION

W Ith the wide application of Service Oriented Archi-
tecture (SOA), Web services become very popular

in many areas of our life, including business, industry,
medicine, and entertainment, etc. [1], [2]. The number of
Web services deployed on the Internet is rapidly increasing.
This causes a phenomenon that different service providers
may provide services with similar functions. How to select
a service that satisfies a user’s need among many similar
services has become the focus of attention in recent years [3].
To this end, the concept of QoS (Quality of Service) has been
introduced. QoS represents many non-functional attributes
of services and mainly includes response time, throughput,
reliability, availability and so on [4].

Service providers usually provide QoS values of their
offered Web services. However, the QoS values might be
affected by external factors such as deployment time, ge-
ographical locations of servers and clients [5]. The fluc-
tuations of QoS values may lead to potential deployment
failures [6]. Consequently, it is extremely important to effec-
tively monitor QoS values and use them as basic references
for Web service deployment in order to precisely under-
stand the present state of QoS and avoid potential failures.

Each QoS attribute corresponds to an actual value (ob-
served at runtime) and a required value (pre-defined in
Service Level Agreements (SLAs)). The main objective of
the QoS monitoring is to prevent the actual value from
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violating the required value [7]. Therefore, the problem
how to effectively monitor QoS attributes is transformed
into the problem how to effectively judge whether or not
the monitored QoS values will meet the pre-defined QoS
requirements using collected QoS data. In fact, the vast ma-
jority of QoS requirements can be described by probabilistic
quality attributes [8]. For example, ”the probability that a
service is available per 24 hours should be greater than
90%” or ”the probability that a service is offline per 24 hours
should be less than 2%” [8]. In this way, we transform the
problem of QoS monitoring into probabilistic analysis and
calculation of collected QoS data, which is recently termed
as probability monitors [9].

Some researchers directly use state-of-the-art probability
monitoring approaches for service monitoring [9], [10], [11].
However, the main difference between QoS monitoring and
traditional software monitoring is that QoS values are more
sensitive and easily impacted by various environmental im-
pact factors, such as locations of services and users. Ignoring
these factors may lead to wrong or inaccurate monitoring
results [7]. Consequently, several recently proposed QoS
monitoring approaches [7], [12] take into account the en-
vironmental impact factors during the monitoring process,
which makes them more practical.

However, there are still two main problems with these
approaches. First, the state-of-the-art approaches can only
monitor single QoS attribute values. Because of the com-
plexity of the services and the fluctuations of the QoS values
in the dynamic environment, the information of the service
state reflected by a single QoS attribute contains some extent
of uncertainty and misinformation, which inevitably leads
to low accurate QoS monitoring decision-making judgment
or even misjudgment. In fact, in dynamic Internet envi-
ronments, service providers and service consumers always
have multiple QoS requirements and have multivariate QoS
attributes. These multivariate QoS attributes may have un-
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certain relations among each other [13], [14]. For example,
the relationship between latency and throughput is uncertain.
Generally speaking, throughput refers to how much infor-
mation can be delivered over a network within a specific
period of time. Latency describes how quick information can
be delivered over a network. Higher throughput does not
necessarily lead to lower latency, and vice versa, according
to Little’s Law 1. Existing monitoring approaches based on
single QoS attributes cannot give comprehensive results
on multivariate QoS attributes due to a lack of means for
discovering the inter-QoS relations. Considering the uncer-
tain relationship between latency and throughput, when a
single QoS attribute based monitoring approach is applied
on latency and throughput separately, the monitoring results
might be rejection and acceptance respectively. However, the
overall evaluation for the comprehensive QoS set (both
latency and throughput) is still unclear.

Second, current QoS approaches use the TF-IDF (term
frequency-inverse document frequency) algorithm to ini-
tialize the weights of various environmental impact factors
that impose negative effects on QoS values. It may lead
to the uneven distribution between different monitoring
categories (rejection or acceptance) [7].

To address the two aforementioned problems, we pro-
pose a novel multivariate QoS monitoring approach termed
as M-BSRM (Multivariable BayeSian Runtime Monitoring)
using point mutual information (PMI) theory. Compared
with the existing approaches, this approach makes the fol-
lowing novel contributions:

• To address the uneven distribution problem between
different monitoring categories and improve the ac-
curacy of initial weights, PMI is used to initialize the
weights of environmental impact factors, which can
provide more precise weights.

• To comprehensively evaluate multivariate QoS at-
tributes, each single QoS attribute is integrated with
user preference using information fusion theory [15].
Next, a Bayesian classifier is used to comprehensively
monitor multivariate QoS attributes.

• Furthermore, since the weighs of environmental im-
pact factors may be expired in dynamic environ-
ments, this may lead to imprecise monitoring results.
Consequently, sliding window mechanism and informa-
tion gain theory are combined to update the weights at
runtime, which can provide more precise and timely
monitoring results.

• Finally, we have performed a set of experiments
using a simulated dataset with a pre-defined error
probability and a real-world public data set. The ex-
perimental results show that M-BSRM outperforms
the other approaches.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews
existing QoS monitoring approaches and analyses their lim-
itations. Section 3 provides the basic concepts used in the
paper. The detailed description of the M-BSRM approach
is provided in Section 4. We validate M-BSRM using two
datasets in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and
plans future work.

1. https://blog.flux7.com/blogs/benchmarks/littles-law

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 QoS Monitoring Approaches Beyond Probability
Monitors
Zeng et al. [16] propose a monitoring system driven by a
QoS observation model. The model defines enterprise-level
metrics and related evaluation formulas, and integrates
them into the SOA architecture. The proposed monitoring
system detects and routes service operation events sys-
tematically. The system does not take into account user
requirements and is not validated in large-scale service
environments. Radovanovic et al. [17] deploy a monitoring
system in a cloud environment through the TR-069 remote
management protocol. They develop a cloud access interface
which provides mobile applications with enough informa-
tion to visualize QoS parameters. In general, the monitoring
device is feasible in most cases, but the entire framework
lacks a security mechanism. Michlmayr et al. [18] propose
a QoS monitoring framework from both client and server
sides, which can rely on handling events and inform in-
terested users about the current QoS. Coppolino et al. [19]
propose two EC-funded projects (SRT-15 and SocIoS), where
the SRT-15 framework is used for monitoring and the SocIoS
framework is used for service quality assessment. Raimond
et al. [17] propose a non-intrusive and online monitoring
method with respect to service level agreements (SLAs).
This method finds the situations of SLA violations by in-
ferring the type of message exchanged and the time stamp.

2.2 Probabilistic QoS Monitoring Approaches
According to the underlying theories, approaches in this
field can be classified into the classes of simple probabil-
ity calculation [20], Bayesian theory [7], [11] and classical
hypothesis testing [9], [10], [21], [22].

Chan et al. [20] use the PCTL [23] language to define
non-functional attributes of services. The ratio of the num-
ber of samples satisfying the probabilistic quality standard
to the total number of monitored samples is compared with
a pre-defined standard. If the standard is satisfied, the ser-
vice is considered to be operating normally; otherwise the
service is considered to be violated. This approach does not
include statistical analysis and is easily affected by sample
distributions, which may make the calculated probability
inconsistent with the real probability.

Grunske et al. [9] propose a novel monitoring approach
using hypothesis testing. It extends existing statistical model
checking technologies and defines a probabilistic logic
called CSLMon (Continuous Stochastic Logic) for monitor-
ing. Based on the performance of SPRT [24] (Sequential
Probabilistic Ratio Test) at significance levels, the evaluation
demonstrates the effectiveness of the CSLMon formulae.

Zhang et al. [10] define a novel approach using Prob-
abilistic Timed Property Sequence Chart (PTPSC), a prob-
abilistic and timed extension of the existing specification
Property Sequence Chart [25]. They design an SDT (Syntax-
Directed Translator) to automatically generate probability
monitors, which include two parts. The first part is the op-
eration of analysis using TBA (Timed Buchi Automata) [26],
and the second part is the analysis of monitoring results
using SPRT. However, the approach is no longer accurate
when the monitoring results fall in the undecided area.
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Grunske et al. [22] improve the SPRT approach to enable
continuous monitoring by back-off statistical analysis and
reusing previous results, which reduces runtime overhead.
However, when the actual probability is in the undecided
area, the number of required samples are unlimited. It is
then difficult for the approach to make a right decision.

To address the above problem, Zhu et al. [11] present a
new approach using Bayesian theory. The approach checks
the runtime information to determine whether the monitor-
ing results support the null or the alternative hypothesis. To
avoid Bayesian factors from falling into the undecided area,
previous monitoring results are reused. The accuracy of the
approach is sensitive to prior distributions since it is very
difficult to select an appropriate prior distribution.

All the previous approaches have not considered envi-
ronmental impact factors. Consequently, they are not suit-
able for real QoS monitoring problems. Zhang et al. [7]
propose a weighted naive Bayesian monitoring approach
termed as wBSRM. The method is the first work which
considers the influence of environmental impact factors
and makes QoS monitoring approaches more practical. The
approach utilizes TF-IDF to quantify the initial weights of
factors. However, due to the dynamic environments, the
weights may be expired and useless in the further moni-
toring process.

As a subsequent project, Zhang et al. [12] propose
an improved approach using the information gain theory,
called IgS-wBSRM. The approach can update the weights
in dynamic environments. Consequently, it can correct the
expired weights problem in the previous monitoring ap-
proaches. The experimental results show that IgS-wBSRM
outperforms the previous QoS monitoring approaches.
However, the approach still cannot monitor multivariate
QoS attributes.

In general, existing QoS monitoring approaches only
monitor a single QoS attribute and do not support mul-
tivariate QoS attributes, which cannot meet the real QoS
monitoring requirements. To address this problem, this pa-
per proposes a novel multivariate QoS monitoring approach
named M-BSRM.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, Section 3.1 first gives the concepts of impact
factors and impact factor combinations. Section 3.2 introduces
Bayesian classifier. Next, the concepts of information fu-
sion and information gain are depicted in Section 3.3 and
Section 3.4, respectively. Finally, Section 3.5 presents the
Pointwise Mutual Information theory.

3.1 Impact Factor and Impact Factor Combination

Compared with traditional software systems, Web service
QoS values are sensitive to different kinds of environmental
impact factors, such as locations of servers and users, usage
periods, etc. Those factors are termed as impact factors of QoS
attributes for simplicity. Furthermore, since QoS attributes
are always affected by many factors, their combinations are
termed as impact factor combinations. For example, locations
of servers and users is an impact factor combination.

C

X1 X2 X3 X4 Xn…

Fig. 1. The structure of the Bayesian classifier

3.2 Bayesian Classifier

Bayesian, as one of the important probability theories, was
first proposed by British mathematician Bayes in the 18th
century [27], [28]. For QoS monitoring, Bayesian theory is
characterized by adding historical empirical data to existing
predictive judgments, which combines prior probabilities
and likelihood probabilities to represent all forms of uncer-
tainty. Zhu et al. [11] propose a Bayesian-based probabilistic
attribute monitoring method. Zhang et al. [7] present a
weighted naive Bayesian probabilistic monitoring method
considering the influence of environmental factors.

General Bayesian theorem is defined as the probability
of the occurrence of event A in the case of the known
occurrence of event B. In order to solve the probability
of the occurrence of event B under the conditions of the
occurrence of event A, it can be expressed in the following
formulae:

p(A|B) =
p(A)p(B|A)

p(B)
(1)

Bayesian classifier relies on Bayesian theory and combines
with prior probability and class conditional probability den-
sity to form a more efficient pattern recognition model. The
key idea of solving the classification problem is to use prior
probabilities to express uncertainty in the set of categories.
It uses the probability calculation method to estimate the
distribution of sample data, and probability to express the
degree of trust of the classification results.

Fig. 1 describes the main structure of a Bayesian classi-
fier. The entire classifier has a large number of calculations
during the calculation process. Furthermore, Naive Bayes
has been widely recognized for its high computation effi-
ciency and accuracy. The basic idea is that, for a specified
item, the occurrence probability of each category in the oc-
currence of the classification item is solved. The probability
result is sorted, and the classification item belongs to the
item with the largest probability value in the category.

In general, the naive Bayes classification is defined as
follows: Let x = {a1, a2, ..., am} be the item to be classified
and ai be the feature attribute of the item x, where i =
1, 2, ...,m. Y is the category set, where Y = {y1, y2, ..., yn}.
Then we need to calculate p(y1|x), p(y2|x), ..., p(yn|x) one
by one.

If p(yk|x) = max {p(y1|x), p(y2|x), ..., p(yn|x)}, x ∈ yk,
where k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. According to Bayes’s formulae (1)
we can get:

p(yk|x) =
p(x|yk)p(yk)

p(x)
(2)
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Because Naive Bayes assumes that each feature attribute
is conditionally independent, it is deduced as follows:

p(x|yk) =
m∏
i=1

p(ai|yk) (3)

When Equation 3 is substituted by Equation 2, we can get
the following formulae

p(yk|x) =
p(yk)

∏m
i=1 p(ai|yk)
p(x)

(4)

Since the denominator p(x) is an invariant constant for all
classes yk, the category of the numerator’s maximum is
the classification of x. Consequently, Naive Bayes decision
formulae can be induced in the following:

y(x) = argmaxyk∈Y

{
p(yk)

m∏
i=1

p(ai|yk)
}

(5)

3.3 Information Entropy and Information Fusion

To solve the problem of quantitative measurement of in-
formation, Shannon proposed the concept of “information
entropy” [29] in 1948. In general, information entropy is
used to describe the probability of random events and the
certainty of the variables [30]. A random variable X whose
domain is {x1, x2, ..., xn}. The information entropy H(X)
of this variable is defined as:

H(x) = −
∑
x∈X

p(x)log p(x) (6)

In Equation 6, p(x) is the probability density function for
X . A quantitative measure of information is called entropy,
which reflects the uniformity of any energy distribution in
the world. If the energy distribution is more concentrated,
the entropy value is smaller; on the contrary, if the energy
distribution is more uniform, the entropy value is larger.
The use of information entropy in QoS monitoring is ex-
pressed as: if the information entropy of the impact factor
combination of the current sample is calculated before the
monitoring decision being made, it represents the uncer-
tainty measure of the classification result of the monitoring
decision; if it is calculated after the dynamic sample being
added, it represents the amount of information that can be
obtained from the impact factor combination of the current
dynamic sample.

Information fusion [15] was originally called data fusion.
The simplest and most intuitive method of information
fusion is the weighted average method. It weights and av-
erages a set of redundant information. The result is used as
a fusion value. Information fusion has a unique processing
method with multi-dimensional QoS attribute information.
The amount of QoS information in a single dimension
obviously has limitations. According to the basic principle
of information fusion, the information of multidimensional
information that is fused by single dimensional informa-
tion is clearly greater than that of any single dimensional
information. Consequently, the information fusion of mul-
tidimensional QoS attributes is uniquely superior when it
comes to solving QoS monitoring problems.

3.4 Information Gain
Information gain is used to denote the difference of the
information entropy before and after the monitoring de-
cision is made by the environmental impact factor of the
sample [31]. The detail definition is described as:

IG(s) = H(C)−H(C|s) = −
∑
cj∈C

p(cj ∗ log(p(cj))) + p(s)∗

∑
cj∈C

p(cj |s) ∗ log(p(cj |s)) + p(s) ∗
∑
cj∈C

p(cj |s) ∗ log(p(cj |s)

(7)

Among them, C = {c0, c1}, and C is the category set of
monitoring results, which corresponds to two monitoring
results c0 and c1. IG(s) is the information gain of the
added impact factor combination s.H(C) is the information
entropy of s before the addition of the impact factor combi-
nation s of the dynamic sample, which represents a measure
of the uncertainty during the monitoring process. H(C|s)
represents the information entropy of s after the impact
factor s of dynamic samples, which represents the amount
of information that can be known from s. p(s) represents
the probability that the impact factor combination s belongs
to the category C , and p(s) represents the probability that
the impact factor s appears in the sample set but does not
belong to the category C .

The information gain of the impact factor combination s
represents the amount of information that s can provide for
monitoring decision classification. The larger the value, the
more classification information the impact factor combina-
tion s carries. The more important it is in the classification
process, the higher the weight it should be given.

From the calculation process of information gain, we
know that when the impact factor combination’s distribu-
tion is more concentrated in one class of the monitoring
category and less in the others, the information gain value
calculated by Equation 7 is larger. A non-uniform distribu-
tion of impact factors among clusters has a better classifi-
cation effect than a uniform distribution of impact factors
among clusters. In summary, for classification monitoring,
the weight of the impact factor combination is directly
proportional to the information gain value in the sample
set. That is to say, the importance of the impact factor
combination in the monitoring classification can be reflected
by the value of the information gain value.

3.5 Pointwise Mutual Information
Mutual information [32] is a useful measure of information
in information theory. It can be seen as the amount of
information contained in a random variable about another
random variable, or it is a decrease in the uncertainty of a
random variable due to another known random variable.
Point mutual information [33] is actually derived from the
concept of mutual information in information theory. In
general, mutual information is defined as follows:

I(X;Y ) =
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x, y)log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(8)

It measures the correlation between two random variables,
that is, the amount of information contained in one random
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variable about another random variable. It can be seen that
mutual information is a weighted sum of point mutual
information for all possible values of X and Y . Point mu-
tual information is often used to measure the correlation
between two things using the following equation. For QoS
monitoring, point mutual information is used to measure
the impact factor combination carried by samples and the
correlation between the two classifications of monitoring.

I(x; y) = log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(9)

4 THE M-BSRM APPROACH

In this section, the problems of existing approaches are
deeply analyzed in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we give the
general overview of M-BSRM. The theoretical descriptions
of M-BSRM are presented in Section 4.3. The detailed algo-
rithms of M-BSRM are described in Section 4.4.

4.1 Problem Identification
There are two main problems in existing QoS monitoring
approaches [7], [11], [12]. We identify them in the following.

First, as we already mentioned, all current monitoring
approaches can only deal with single QoS attributes, which
cannot satisfy the real QoS requirements. In fact, both ser-
vice provider and service user may request various QoS
attributes. Furthermore, there exist uncertain relationships
among these different QoS attributes. For example, the
latency value of a Web service is 0.5s, which satisfies the QoS
requirements. However, the throughput value of the Web ser-
vice may not satisfy the QoS requirements. Clearly, current
QoS monitoring approaches cannot give a comprehensive
evaluation of these multivariate QoS attributes Therefore, it
is especially important for QoS monitoring approaches to
consider multivariate QoS attributes.

Second, previous work uses the TF-IDF algorithm for
QoS monitoring problem to measure combinational impact
factors. It defines the weight of an impact factor combination
as follows: if the impact factor combination has a higher
frequency in current monitoring category and a lower fre-
quency in the entire sample set, it is considered that it has
a good monitoring category with a higher distinguishing
ability. Then its ability to distinguish the current monitoring
category is low. Let wRi

cj be the weight of an impact fac-
tor combination Ri on the monitoring category. Then the
weight value can be calculated by Equation 10:

wRi
cj = TF ∗ IDF (Ri) = (nRi

cj /ncj ) ∗ log(n/nRi
) (10)

where wRi
cj denotes the weight of the impact factor com-

bination Ri, nRi
cj represents the number of samples that

carry the impact factor combination Ri after being tested
by QoS standards and belongs to the category cj . ncj is the
number of categories that the QoS samples belong to the
category cj , n is the number of all the samples, and nRi

is
the total number of the samples that carry the impact factor
combination Ri.

TF-IDF considers a sample set as a whole in the mon-
itoring classification process and does not consider the
distribution of an impact factor combination among classes,
which might lead to deviations in weight calculation.

TABLE 1
The frequency table of impact factor combination

Impact factor
combination

Categories

c0 c1

c0 old c0 new c1 old c1 new

〈Japan, Singapore〉 8 4 0 0

〈Italy,Germany〉 0 6 6 0

To illustrate the above problem, we give an example in
the following. There are two monitoring categories: c0 and
c1 and there are also two time windows in each category. We
consider the impact factor combination 〈Japan, Singapore〉
and 〈Italy,Germany〉, where the former represents the
geographical location of a client and the latter represents
the geographical location of a server. Assuming that there
are 24 samples in total, the number of samples carrying
the two impact factors is 12 and the distribution among
them is shown in Table 1. From the table, we can see that
the impact factor combination 〈Japan, Singapore〉 is only
distributed in the category c0, while 〈Italy,Germany〉 is
evenly distributed in both the categories. It is clear that the
impact factor combination 〈Japan, Singapore〉 carries more
classification information, which has better classification
ability and should be given a higher weight. In contrast,
the impact factor combination 〈Italy,Germany〉 is evenly
distributed in the two classifications and should be given a
lower weight. When TF-IDF is used to calculate the weights,
the calculation results are described in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Weight table of impact factor combination obtained by TF-IDF algorithm

Impact factor
combination

Categories

c0 c1

c0 old c0 new c1 old c1 new

〈Japan, Singapore〉 0.0894 0.0603 0 0

〈Italy,Germany〉 0 0.0904 0.0885 0

The impact factor combination 〈Italy,Germany〉 in Ta-
ble 2 has a higher weight, which surpasses the impact
factor combination 〈Japan, Singapore〉 that has a good
classification ability. This is obviously wrong. It also means
that the TF-IDF algorithm does not consider the inter-class
distribution, and will lead to the deviation of the weight
calculation.

Taking the frequency of the impact factor combination in
different classifications in Table 1 as an example, we can use
the PMI algorithm to calculate the weights. The results are
shown in Table 3. When the PMI algorithm initializes the
weights, it adjusts the uneven distribution between classes,
and corrects the calculation deviation caused by the uneven
distribution of impact factors. Since the initial weight has
a significant influence on the accuracy of the entire mon-
itoring model, our approach using the PMI algorithm to
calculate the initial weights is clearly more accurate and
makes the monitoring model more sensitive.
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TABLE 3
Weight table of impact factor combination obtained by PMI algorithm

Impact factor
combination

Categories

c0 c1

c0 old c0 new c1 old c1 new

〈Japan, Singapore〉 0.3680 0.1249 0 0

〈Italy,Germany〉 0 0 0 0

4.2 Overview of M-wBSRM
The framework of M-BSRM is shown in Fig. 2. The approach
is mainly divided into two phases: training phase and moni-
toring phase.

Training phase. The historical QoS data samples are pre-
processed to remove noise data, missing information and
invalid samples. To avoid that the normalization process
may cause the data to “distort” or lose important infor-
mation, a single QoS attribute is checked against a pre-
defined threshold before the normalization. Different nor-
malization approaches are utilized for positive and negative
QoS attributes. According to user preference for each QoS
attribute, multivariate QoS attribute samples are integrated
into a comprehensive QoS sample using information fusion
theory. At the same time, impact factor combinations are
extracted, and the frequency of satisfying the comprehen-
sive QoS threshold is counted. The PMI algorithm is used
to initialize the weights of the impact factor combinations.
The prior probability and the class conditional density of
the Bayesian classifier is obtained by the success or failure
statistics of the training samples.

Monitoring stage. Like historical samples, the incoming
real-time sample data stream is also denoised, discretized,
and normalized. After each QoS attribute value is tested
against a threshold separately, information fusion is used to
fuse incoming QoS attribute samples. Then the impact factor
combination is extracted, and the information gain value
of the incoming sample is calculated through the sliding
window mechanism, and the initial weight value is updated
dynamically. The sliding window mechanism is used to
update the related parameters in the Bayesian classifier and
the classifier is invoked to obtain the monitoring results.

4.3 The Detailed Description of M-BSRM
Our approach mainly considers four QoS attributes: response
time, throughput, reliability, and availability. For n sets of QoS
samples of a Web service, a sample vector consists of n sets
of QoS attribute values. Then, four QoS attributes can form
an n ∗ 4 matrix Q = (Qi, j; 1 <= i <= n, 1 <= j <= 4).
In the matrix Q, each row corresponds to sample data
of different QoS attributes, and each column corresponds
to sample data of the same QoS attribute. The matrix is
represented by Equation 11.

Q =


Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14

Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24

... ... ... ...
Qn1 Qn2 Qn3 Qn4

 (11)

The comprehensive QoS requirement can be defined as
follows: ”the probability that the comprehensive QoS value

is greater than 0.5 is 50%”. Then, the QoS attribute that is
satisfied is denoted as c0, and the QoS attribute that is not
satisfied is denoted as c1. Then, the detailed process of M-
BSRM is described in the following steps:

Threshold test and data preprocessing. Normally, QoS at-
tributes are divided into two categories: positive and neg-
ative constraints. The first category is a positive attribute
constraint, which indicates that the higher the QoS attribute
value, the better the QoS, such as throughput, reliability,
and availability. The second type is a negative attribute
constraint, which indicates that the higher the value, the
worse the QoS, such as response time and price. Each single
QoS attribute is checked against a threshold individually to
determine whether they are within users’ acceptable range.
For QoS attributes with positive constraints, an acceptable
minimum value is set. For QoS attributes with negative
constraints, an acceptable maximum value is set. These
restrictions preserve the necessary information for a single
QoS attribute sample to weigh the overall QoS assessment.
After all the single QoS attributes are checked against the
corresponding thresholds, the normalization is performed.

For positive and negative QoS attributes, different nor-
malization methods are used to map the QoS attribute
values to the range [0,1]. Overall, the higher the normalized
values, the better the QoS. Equation 12 and Equation 13
are used to normalize QoS attribute values with positive
and negative constraints, respectively. Vi,j represents the
normalized value of the j-th QoS attribute sample of the
i-th sample. Qi,j represents the true value of the j-th QoS
attribute of the i-th sample. Qmin

j represents the minimum
value of the j-th QoS attribute in the sample set. Qmax

j

represents the maximum value of the j-th QoS attribute in
the sample set.

Vi,j =

{
Qi,j−Qmin

j

Qmax
j −Qmin

j
, Qmax

j −Qmin
j ! = 0

1, Qmax
j −Qmin

j = 0
(12)

Vi,j =

{
Qmax

j −Qi,j

Qmax
j −Qmin

j
, Qmax

j −Qmin
j ! = 0

1, Qmax
j −Qmin

j = 0
(13)

Information fusion. According to user preference for
each QoS attribute, weights are assigned to these QoS
attributes. At the same time, each QoS attribute infor-
mation is weighted and fused according to Equation 14.
ComprehensiveQoSi is the comprehensive QoS value of
each QoS attribute of the i-th sample after information
fusion. Wj is the user preference for the j-th QoS attribute,
and

∑4
j=1Wj = 1.

ComprehensiveQoSi =
4∑

j=1

(Vi,j ∗Wj) (14)

Traditional information fusion technology does not per-
form threshold checking before normalization, which may
lose the information that should be attributed to each QoS
attribute and cause wrong decision. For example, a QoS
sample vector of a Web service <response time (s), through-
put (bps), reliability, availability> is <20, 34238, 0.8, 0.75>,
It is observed that the response time is far from meeting
the QoS requirements. If the higher throughput sample is
incorporated, the comprehensive QoS value may satisfy the
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Fig. 2. Overview of M-wBSRM approach

QoS threshold and the monitor may decide that the sample
meets the QoS requirements. However, in most cases, when
response time fails to meet the requirements, the user will not
be satisfied with the service even if the other QoS attributes
satisfy the threshold.

Impact factor combination extraction. The approach extracts
the impact factor of the sample, classifies the factors, and
carries out the threshold test. The success or failure analysis
of the samples is performed, and the number of samples
which satisfies the QoS threshold is calculated. We use
the map structure to store impact factor combinations and
their corresponding statistical parameters. The parameters
include the total number of samples carrying an impact
factor combination, the number of times the sample carrying
the impact factor combination belongs to the c0 class, and
the number of times the sample belongs to the c1 class.
These parameters will be used for the PMI algorithm to
calculate the initial weights.

Constructing Naive Bayes Classifier. The probability that
the sample set X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xn} belonging to the
class cj can be described using the Bayesian theory:

P (cj |x1, x2, ..., xn) =
p(cj)p(x1, x2, ..., xn|cj)

p(x1, x2, ..., xn)

= αp(cj)
n∏

i=1

p(xi|x1, x2, ..., xi−1)
(15)

Let α = 1
p(x1,x2,...,xn)

, and α is a constant that is inde-
pendent of the class value. Based on the theory of Maxi-
mum posterior (MAP) criterion, the Bayesian classifier can
identify the category with the biggest posterior probability.
Therefore, the naive Bayes classifier can be described by
Equation 16.

C(X) = argmax
cj∈C
{P (cj)

n∏
i=1

p(xi|cj)} (16)

It is necessary to learn parameters (such as prior probability
p(cj) and probability density p(xi|cj)) based on the training
set. Since p(cj) and p(xi|cj) are relatively small in practical
applications, the requirements for calculation accuracy are
relatively high. or the ease of calculation, the following
discriminant is used:

C(X) = argmax
cj∈C
{log(p(cj)) +

n∑
i=1

log(p(xi|cj))} (17)

Naive Bayes assumes that each sample does not depend on
other samples. However, this assumption is not true in ac-
tual monitoring environment. Thus, the weighted Bayesian
classifier is described as:

C(X) = argmax
cj∈C
{log(1+p(cj))+

n∑
i=1

wRi
cj ∗log(1+p(xi|cj))}

(18)
where wRi

cj is the weight of each sample. Considering
that p(xi|cj) is no greater than 1 and log(p(xi|cj)) is no
greater than 0, the sample can be determined based on
the important level of the classification. The log function
is monotonously increasing with a finite interval, conse-
quently log(1 + p(xi|cj)) is adopted to make the weights
correct, and the final classification decision is not affected.

Based on the weighted Naive Bayesian decision function,
we need to calculate p(xi|cj) and p(cj). p(cj) denotes the
prior probability and its calculation formula is:

p(cj) =
ncj + 1

n
(19)

Among them, the number of times that the dynamic sample
set belongs to the cj class is validated by the QoS standard,
and n represents the number of all the samples.

p(xi|cj) denotes the occurrence probability of the sample
xi in the class cj . The formulae is discribed as follows:

p(xi|cj) =
nxi
cj + 1

ncj + 2
(20)
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where nxi
cj is the number of the occurrences of xi within

cj , and ncj is the number of samples in cj . To prevent the
product being zero in Equation 16, Laplacian smoothing [34]
is performed on Equation 19 and Equation 20. Finally, all
parameters are substituted into the weighted naive Bayes
classifier (Equation 18) to obtain the final monitoring results.

Initializing impact factor weight table. Information theory
uses mutual information to measure the correlation between
two random events [35]. Assuming there are two random
events X and Y , their mutual information is defined as:

I(X;Y ) =
∑

x∈X,y∈Y
p(x, y)log

p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(21)

The weighted sum of point mutual information for all
possible values of X and Y is mutual information. Point
mutual information is a measure of the relevance between
two things. Therefore, point mutual information is used
to measure the impact factor combination carried by the
sample and to monitor the correlation between the two
classifications. The formulae for calculating the correlation
between the impact factor combination Ri and the monitor-
ing classification cj is:

wRi
cj = PMI(Ri, cj) = log

p(Ri, cj)

p(Ri)p(cj)
= log

nRi
cj /n

(nRi
/n)(ncj/n)

(22)
The calculated impact factor combination is stored in the
weight database for c0 and c1 classes.

Dynamic updating. Similar to the initial samples, thresh-
old test, normalization and information fusion are also per-
formed on the incoming sample data stream. In a dynamic
environment, the distribution of impact factors combination
across monitoring categories will continue to change and
the initial weights will expire. Both information gain and
point mutual information are used to quantify the amount
of information that belongs to the same order of magni-
tude. The information gain contained in the new sample
is proportional to the classification ability. In Equation 23,
the weight of an impact factor combination is updated dy-
namically using information gain. In the formulae, IG(Ri)
denotes the information gain of the newly added sample.

wRi
cj new = PMI(Ri, cj) ∗ IG(Ri)

= log
nRi
cj /n

(nRi
/n)(ncj/n)

∗ IG(Ri)
(23)

IG(Ri) = −
∑
cj∈C

(
ncj
n

) ∗ log(
ncj
n

)

+
nRi

n
∗

∑
cj∈C

nRi
cj + 1

nRi + 1
∗ log(

nRi
cj + 1

nRi + 1
)

+
n− nRi

n
∗

∑
cj∈C

ncj − nRi
cj + 1

n− nRi + 1
∗

log(
ncj − nRi

cj + 1

n− nRi
+ 1

)

(24)

Relying on a sliding window mechanism, all the relevant
parameters of the Bayesian classifier can be updated. Only
the samples within the sliding window are used. When a

new sample is collected, the earliest one will be discarded.
In this way, a dynamic update mechanism is implemented.

Monitoring. The Bayesian classifier selects the classifica-
tion which has the largest posterior probability as the clas-
sification to which the sample belongs, and finally invokes
the Bayesian classifier decision (Equation 18) to obtain the
monitoring results.

4.4 The Algorithm Description

Algorithm 1 performs comprehensive QoS tests on multi-
variate QoS attribute samples to obtain whether the com-
prehensive QoS sample belongs to a successful sample or
a failed sample. getmultiQoSDataList() reads a QoS sam-
ple vector and sequentially stores its attribute values into
multiQoSBean of multiQoSDataList. During the process
of reading data, getmaxAndMinV alues() is used to calcu-
late the maximum or minimum values of each QoS attribute
to prepare for the subsequent normalization operation.
thresholdCheck method is used to test the threshold of a
single QoS attribute. If the threshold test is not satisfied, the
lag is set to false. computeComQoSV alue is used to merge
multiple QoS attribute samples into one comprehensive QoS
sample. The result is compared with the comprehensive QoS
threshold, and probability statistics is performed to obtain
the statistics of the samples meeting the comprehensive
QoS attribute threshold. Among them, record NQoS is
a window queue for recording each comprehensive QoS
vector. YorN is a window queue that records the success
or failure of the comprehensive QoS standard. It prepares
for discarding out-of-date samples and adjusting related
parameters of the Bayesian classifier.

Algorithm 1 comStandardDecision(comQoSsample)
Require: Sample vector X = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xn); QoS prob-

ability quality attribute standard: β; Comprehensive
QoS attribute value threshold: com V alue

Ensure: Successful sample or failed sample.
1: getmultiQoSDataList()
2: getmaxAndMinV alues()
3: for each multiQoSBean ∈ multiQoSDataList do
4: record NQoS.add(multiQoSBean),flag=true;
5: if (!thresholdCheck(multiQoSBean)) then
6: flag = false;
7: end if
8: if (flag == true) then
9: currentComValue= computeComQoSV alue();

10: end if
11: if (currentComV alue <= comQoS V alue) then
12: successQoS ++;
13: end if
14: c=successQoS*1.0/n;
15: if (c >= β) then
16: nc0 ++,YorN.add(1);
17: The current sample is a successful sample;
18: else
19: nc1 ++,YorN.add(0);
20: The current sample is not a successful sample;
21: end if
22: end for
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Algorithm 2 is based on the PMI algorithm to calculate
the initial weights of an impact factor combination for the
two classifications. Comprehensive QoS standard tests are
performed on the samples, and the test results of samples
with different impact factor combinations are statistically
classified to obtain the relevant parameters required by the
PMI algorithm. We substitute these parameters into the for-
mulae to count the weight of the impact factor combination
for different monitoring categories, and store the weights
in the weight table. Since the PMI algorithm considers the
distribution of impact factor combination between different
classes, the problem of uneven distribution among classes
caused by the traditional TF-IDF algorithm is addressed.

Algorithm 2 computeWeight()

Require: Sample vector X = (x1, x2, x3, ..., xn); QoS prob-
ability quality attribute standard: β;

Ensure: weightTable.
1: n = 0;
2: for each xi ∈ X do
3: n++;
4: if (weightTable.contains(Ri)) then
5: nRi

++;
6: else
7: weightTable.add(Ri),nRi

= 1;
8: end if
9: if (comStandardDecision(xRi

k ) ==
successfulsampe) then

10: nRi
c0 ++, nc0 ++;

11: else
12: nRi

c1 ++, nc1 ++;
13: end if
14: wRi

c0 = math.log((nRi
c0 +1)∗1.0/(nc0 +2)/nc0 ∗1.0/n)

15: wRi
c1 = math.log((nRi

c1 +1)∗1.0/(nc1 +2)/nc1 ∗1.0/n)

16: Correspond to the weights of impact factor combina-
tion Ri stored in the weight table

17: end for
18: return weightTable;

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To validate our approach, we compare M-BSRM with re-
cently proposed approaches – wBSRM [7], iBSRM [11] and
lgS-wBSRM [12] using two different types of data sets
(a simulated dataset and a real-world dataset QWS [36]),
respectively. Because real-world QWS dataset has no pre-
defined failure rate, we perform the first group of ex-
periments based on the simulated data set which has an
error rate. The other experiments are performed over the
QWS data set. The experiments are designed to investigate
the effectiveness, practicability and efficiency of M-BSRM
compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.

5.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments are performed based on the Eclipse plat-
form using Java language and a computer with Intel Core
i5-3337U 1.8GHz CPU, DDR4 12G RAM and 5400 rpm HD

TABLE 4
QoS parameter information of QWS data set

ClientIP WSID Response
Time(ms)

Data
Size

HTTP
Code

HTTP Message

128.10.19.52 8953 20172 2626 -1 java.net.SocketTimeout
Exception:connect
timed out

128.10.19.52 9703 847 950 200 OK

128.10.19.52 1562 1115 1471 200 org.xml.sax.SAXException:
Bad types (class [B ->c

128.10.19.52 10324 1118 709 200 OK

128.10.19.52 8717 853 728 200 OK

128.10.19.52 8742 20870 2626 -1 java.net.SocketTimeout
Exception:connect
timed out

128.10.19.52 16506 103 564 200 OK

35.9.27.26 8953 20176 2624 -1 java.net.SocketTimeout
Exception:connect
timed out

hard disk. The first set of datasets is a set of simulated
datasets using given criteria. The second set of datasets is
the Quality of Web Services (QWS) dataset, which contains
150 files, and each file contains a service user which calls
QoS sample data for 100 services. Examples of the parame-
ters in the QWS data sets are shown in Table 4.

The impact factor combination considered by the exper-
iments is the client’s IP address (ClientIP) and the Web
service’s service ID (WSID). In Table 4, Response time is
the Response Time (ms) in the table. Throughput can be
calculated by DataSize and Response Time. The formula for
calculating throughput is described as follows:

throughput =
DataSize

ResponseT ime
∗ 1000bps (25)

Reliability and availability can be obtained through the
statistics of HTTP Code and HTTP Message data. When the
HTTP code is 200 and the HTTP message is OK, the service
is successfully executed. The quantification values are cal-
culated based on the definitions of Reliability (Equation 26)
and availability (Equation 27).

Reliability refers to the probability that a service is suc-
cessfully executed, which reflects the degree to which the
service request can be properly serviced. It is usually de-
fined as follows:

Pr =
M

N
(26)

Among them, M represents the total number of successful
executions of the service, and N represents the total number
of times the service is called within a certain period of time.
Pr is used to denote the reliability of a service. Consequently,
the higher the Pr value, the more likely the service is
correctly called. The better the service, the more stable it
is.

Availability is defined as the proportion of the number of
successful Web service executions over a period of time. It is
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Fig. 3. QoS data for 〈12.108.127.136, 13977〉
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Fig. 4. QoS data for 〈128.83.122.179, 10324〉

usually expressed as a percentage of available time and can
be calculated using the following formula:

Pa =
t

T
(27)

where t is the time when the service can be used normally,
and T is the total service running time. Pa is used to denote
the availability of a service. General speaking, the higher
the value of Pa, the more possible it is to obtain a service
normally.

Fig. 3 shows the response time, throughput, reliability,
and availability data for the impact factor combination
(that is, the ClientIP and WSID) 〈12.108.127.136, 13977〉.
Fig. 4 shows the response time, throughput, reliability,
and availability data for the impact factor combination
〈128.83.122.179, 10324〉. Each QoS attribute data in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 is kept within a certain range. From the figure,
it can be observed that the combination of ClientIP and
WSID can represent the tendency of the sample carrying
the corresponding impact factor combination.
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Fig. 5. Monitoring results under diffrent sizes of sliding windows

5.2 Experimental Results
5.2.1 Effectiveness
For effectiveness assessment, we verify whether M-BSRM
is more sensitive and makes timely decision on injected
failures compare with the other approaches. Since real world
data set does not have a pre-defined error standard, the
monitoring result in real world data set is unclear. Conse-
quently, M-BSRM is first evaluated based on a simulated
data set with controlled constraints using injected failures.
The comprehensive QoS attribute is defined as ”the prob-
ability of a comprehensive QoS value greater than 0.5 is
not less than 50%”. In our experiments, the user preference
values for response time, throughput, reliability, and availability
are all set to 0.25. During the information fusion process,
user preferences of IgS-wBSRM, wBSRM, and iBSRM are
set with default QoS attribute values except for the cur-
rently considered QoS attribute. For example, considering
response time, the preference value of the response time is
set to 1 when information is converged, and the other QoS
attributes are set to default. The impact factor combinations
involved in the experiment are 〈128.2.223.63, 1521〉 and
〈128.138.207.45, 20041〉. The initial weights of the impact
factor combinations are same as the initial weights of the
impact factor combinations obtained from the real dataset.
The initial weights are obtained by training 1000 real data
samples under the QWS data set. The percentage of error
samples injected in response time and reliability is less than
50%, when the number of samples is 1200 to 1600, and the
impact factor combination in the range of 1000 to 1800 is
defined as 〈128.2.223.63, 1521〉. The weight corresponding
to the class c0 is 1.072981E-4, and the weight corresponding
to the class c1 is 1.754976E-4. The number of error samples
injected in throughput and availability is less than 50% at
3300-3700 sample, and the impact factor combination in the
3200-4000 range is defined as 〈128.138.207.45, 20041〉. The
weight corresponding to c0 class is 1.241754E-4, and the
weight corresponding to c1 is 1.350249E-4.

To validate the effect of sliding window size on the
monitoring results, the effect of M-BSRM is first analyzed
using static sliding windows of different sizes. The exper-
imental results are shown in Fig. 5. The ordinate indicates
the classification of the monitoring results, where ”1” repre-
sents acceptance and ”-1” represents rejection. The abscissa
indicates the number of monitored data samples. The lines
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Fig. 6. Comparison monitoring results under the simulated data set

parallel to the ordinate represent changes of the monitoring
decisions. From the figure, it can be seen that in general
when the window size is smaller, the approach is more
sensitive; when the window size is larger, the classication
result is less likely changed and the approach needs more
time to make a judgment. From our experiments, the range
of 400-450 is considered to be the optimal sliding window
size. Both good and bad data can be accurately detected
in this range, and there are no long delays resulting in
wrong decisions. Consequently, we take 400 as the window
size and compare it with IgS-wBSRM, wBSRM, and iBSRM
which also incorporate the sliding window mechanism.

The comparison monitoring results are shown in Fig. 6.
General speaking, from the figure we can see that the moni-
toring results of M-BSRM are consistent with the data of the
simulated QoS data set since it merges multi-dimensional
QoS information. During the entire monitoring process,
iBSRM always violates the rules of the pre-defined data set
and is mostly ineffective.

By taking a close look at Fig. 6a, M-BSRM detects service
error prior to IgS-wBSRM and wBSRM at sample number
1286. On the one hand, since M-BSRM integrates multi-
dimensional QoS information, it can avoid the erroneous
sample statistics of each single QoS attribute, and checks
service failure firstly. Because of the frequency variation
of the impact factor combination in the two categories,
the class-to-class deviation of the monitoring classification
is generated. M-BSRM using information gain theory can
dynamically adjust at runtime. Between samples 1200 and

1600 where the erroneous samples are completed, M-BSRM
does not produce a change decision of the two categories,
and the decision change is a little behind IgS-wBSRM and
wBSRM. This is due to the fact that there is a certain sample
of fault-tolerance during the middle region, which has not
reached the decision-making change criterion for the poste-
rior probability ratio. The error samples of multivariate QoS
attributes in the 400 samples need a certain number of data
samples for fault tolerance, and the difference among the
samples whose QoS attributes do not meet the probabilistic
quality attribute standard is not empty. Thus, M-BSRM
delays the decision change of monitoring classification.
Between samples 3497 and 3944, M-BSRM detects service
failure and is consistent with the results in the simulated
dataset. Since IgS-wBSRM and wBSRM can only monitor
response time, they cannot detect service errors under error
samples containing other QoS attributes.

In general, from Fig. 6, we can conclude that the multi-
dimensional QoS information that is fused by the single-
dimensional QoS information is greater than the informa-
tion of any single-dimensional QoS information. M-BSRM
can use fewer samples to detect service violations and ser-
vice failure caused by other QoS attributes (that is, QoS at-
tributes that are not considered by the single QoS attribute),
and more effectively monitor QoS results.

To verify the effectiveness of the PMI algorithm, the
monitoring performance respectively with the TF-IDF and
PMI weight initialization are compared. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the overall
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Fig. 7. Comparison of monitoring results with PMI and TF-IDF based
weight initialization

monitoring decisions of the two algorithms are consistent
and the PMI based monitoring method detects the service
failure more quickly. This is because the calculation devi-
ation caused by the uneven distribution of environmental
factors among classes is corrected when using the PMI algo-
rithm, in comparison to the TF-IDF algorithm that gradually
reduces the deviation with weight updating.

5.2.2 Practicability

This experiment is to evaluate the practicability of M-BSRM
towards real-world Web services. More specifically, we val-
idate whether M-BSRM is able to perform the monitoring
function over the real world QWS data set and achieve
reasonable results in comparison to the other approaches.
For the QWS dataset, a total of 6000 samples are used,
and the first 1000 are taken as training samples, and the
following 5000 samples are used for monitoring. The user
preference for each QoS is set as follows: response time and
throughput are both 0.4, and reliability and availability are
both 0.1. The comprehensive QoS attribute is described
as “the probability that the comprehensive QoS value is
greater than 0.5 is not less than 50%”. In the experiment, the
other QoS attributes in IgS-wBSRM, wBSRM, and iBSRM
use default values except when single QoS attributes are
considered by the models. Since user preference values on
response time and throughput are large, this experiment is
only based on response time and throughput.

Fig. 8a describes the comparatively monitoring results of
M-BSRM and the other approaches over the QWS data set,
where M-BSRM considers multivariate QoS attributes while
IgS-wBSRM, wBSRM, and iBSRM only consider response
time. The monitoring results for the data samples 1300-
1600 are shown in Fig. 8b. Fig. 8c describes the compar-
atively monitoring results of M-BSRM and the other ap-
proaches while IgS-wBSRM, wBSRM, and iBSRM only con-
sider throughput. The monitoring results for the data samples
3340-4000 are shown in Fig. 8d. As shown in Fig. 8a and
Fig. 8c, from the macro perspective, wBSRM, M-BSRM, and
IgS-wBSRM can generate consistent results. Compared with
the other approaches, M-BSRM is more comprehensive. It
can detect faulty samples of different QoS attributes, while
IgS-wBSRM and wBSRM can only detect faulty samples of
the currently considered QoS attributes.

M-BSRM is more stable than wBSRM, and iBSRM has
the wrong judgment sometimes. wBSRM makes frequent
changes in decision making among certain data points. M-
BSRM can detect the service failure before IgS-wBSRM and
wBSRM since M-BSRM integrates information of multivari-
ate QoS attributes. In data segment 465-613, M-BSRM can
monitor the service failure, while IgS-wBSRM, as well as
wBSRM, cannot detect the service failure. The reason is that
M-BSRM incorporates decision metrics from the other QoS
attribute error samples besides response time. At the same
time, we observe the monitoring results of the same data
samples in Fig. 8c. In sample 613, the service failure is
judged and there is a certain delay. It can be determined that
this is an erroneous sample with throughput. In Fig. 8a, from
data samples 2377 to 2465, service failure is detected due
to the comprehensiveness of M-BSRM. Fig. 8b and Fig. 8d
clearly show that the noise phenomenon is more serious
for wBSRM. The reason is that the ratio of the posterior
probability of wBSRM has been dissociated from about 1
and thus the decision-making has been changed. This kind
of monitoring results is obviously false.

In general, compared with IgS-wBSRM, wBSRM, and iB-
SRM, M-BSRM can monitor QoS more accurately and prac-
tically. It incorporates multi-dimensional QoS information
and can use fewer samples to detect service failures. There
may be some delays in the decision making in some cases.
This is because the wrong samples of multivariate QoS
attributes require more correct samples for fault tolerance.

5.2.3 Efficiency
For the efficiency assessment, we investigate the time con-
sumed for different approaches. In general, the monitoring
time includes two aspects. The first is the training time for
initializing the weight. The second is the monitoring time
for different algorithms at runtime. For the comparative
approaches, iBSRM has no training phase, and the training
algorithms for wBSRM and IgS-wBSRM are the same. Con-
sequently, we only list the training time of M-BSRM and
IgS-wBSRM under different QoS standards in Table 5. From
the table, we can see that the training time of the M-BSRM
and IgS-wBSRM is relatively close.

TABLE 5
Comparison of time efficiency in the training phase

time (ms)
QoS Standards

0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.54

M-BSRM 22.22 29.83 20.30 24.81 20.55 28.05 21.03 28.98

IgS-wBSRM 26.59 27.23 26.72 22.55 28.24 23.78 26.46 20.72

Fig. 9 compares the average monitoring time of different
QoS standards for the four approaches over the QWS data
set. The abscissa represents the different QoS standards,
and the ordinate represents the average time consumed for
different approaches. From Fig. 9, the time consumed for
iBSRM is shorter than that of wBSRM, IgS-wBSRM, and M-
BSRM. This is because iBSRM does not consider different
kinds of impact factors on monitoring results. Consequently,
there is no retrieval time spent in the weight library. How-
ever, the monitoring accuracy of the other approaches is
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obviously better than iBSRM. The monitoring time of M-
BSRM is a little higher than that of IgS-wBSRM and wBSRM.
The reason is that it requires the fusion of multivariate
QoS attributes. Furthermore, since M-BSRM incorporates
the sliding window mechanism, it can reduce the number
of data statistics. Consequently, the total time complexity
only increases a little. Since M-BSRM can consider multi-
dimensional QoS attributes, the overall efficiency of M-
BSRM outperforms IgS-wBSRM and wBSRM.

6 CONCLUSIONS

To solve the problem that the existing QoS monitoring
approaches do not consider multivariate QoS attributes, a

multivariate QoS monitoring approach named M-BSRM is
proposed. The experimental results prove that M-BSRM is
more effective, practical and efficient than other approaches.

Future work considers the following aspects. First, for
different monitoring environments, multiple sets of exper-
iments with different window sizes are required to deter-
mine the optimal sliding window range. We will further
explore how to determine the optimal window range. Sec-
ond, as QoS attribute data might be contextually related, the
Bayesian classifier model might be optimized by consider-
ing the contextual relevance during the monitoring process.
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